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An international financial organization has recently performed a
trial of Moogsoft's service-assurance software, Moog, side by
side against its legacy processes and technology. The trial has
shown demonstrable economic benefits to the customer, which
Moogsoft believes justifies its alternative approach to managing
helpdesk alerts.

Moogsoft's Moog platform serves as a bridge between monitoring
systems and the helpdesk. It offers 'situational awareness' that
ties reported IT incidents to specific faults detected in IT
infrastructure or events that impact IT infrastructure. Moog
detects these faults not through rules, IT processes, modeling or
even discovery, but through advanced stochastic algorithms that
can infer the existence of a fault, other faults it may be related to
and what systems are impacted by that fault. These algorithms
also enable Moog to isolate faults before they lead to IT incidents.

Early Adopter Snapshot

In this customer's case, the Moogsoft platform has demonstrated business value through the
reduction of tickets, a more targeted approach to resolution, and the proactive detection of
incidents rather than through end-user ticketing. The fact that the customer was willing to
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share this data shows that it has a belief in the platform's business value. However, we still
have to regard the conclusions cautiously – there is bound to be some bias in the summary
results, and detailed data has not been shared. However, as the platform gains more
customers, case studies will further validate the approach – potential customers should
consider performing similar side-by-side trials themselves to evaluate net benefit.

Economics of Monitoring

Any IT incident has an economic impact. If the incident impacts customers, then obviously this is
bad for reputation and SLAs, and may also hit revenue directly if customers can't purchase
products or services. If the incident impacts staff, then employees are unable to carry out their
duties, and they are receiving wages to sit and wait for a resolution.

Preventing incidents is an impossible task: IT systems are actually systems-of-systems, and each
system has its own characteristics, issues and risks. For example, an application could be classed
as a system, but in reality, it consists of many components (compute, storage, libraries) that are
each systems in their own right. The result of all these systems coming together is that behavior
can be unpredictable; a small issue in one component might propagate through all systems,
becoming a bigger problem but with a less obvious cause. In fact, there is a whole field dedicated
to this area: complexity theory.

But rather than trying to understand these complexities, the best solution is to build a system for
failure such that it can continue to operate should an unexpected incident occur, and to monitor
these systems such that incidents can be addressed as soon as they happen – before they escalate
into revenue-impacting problems. The current issue is that these component-level systems are
being monitored, as is the whole general system. The result is a constant flood of alerts, many of
which are related to the same problem. The root cause is difficult to find, and many different siloed
teams of experts may be trying to solve the same problem as a result of an alert targeted at them.

This leads to a duplication of effort that has a direct cost in terms of wasted resources. There is also
an indirect cost from the diversion of human resources from other, more relevant cases to
investigate. There is also the potential that each siloed area will work at cross-purposes, trying new
things to correct the problem that may cause alerts elsewhere. So it's critically important to assign
the incident to the correct team while keeping other teams informed so that they don't act upon
alerts that are not within their mandate. It is also important to keep impacted users up to date so
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they can make alternative arrangements or move onto other work, allowing them to become more
productive.

Moogsoft claims it can address these issues through its Moog software-assurance platform by
reducing the number of tickets created and focusing on identifying incidents before they impact
end users.

Trial Deployment

The customer wished to assess the Moogsoft software against its previous processes. The customer
is an undisclosed major financial services organization with locations globally, but with its roots in
Europe.

In the customer's original process, fist-level 'eyes on glass' responders would manually monitor
Netcool alerts, raising trouble tickets for those alerts that were of a critical severity, to be
subsequently resolved by second-level respondents. The trial was conducted on a specific globally
distributed application that has relationships with compute, storage, database, middleware and job
management services. The customer manages and controls the data generated by the trial; a
summary of the quantitative conclusions has been provided to 451 Research by Moogsoft.

Moogsoft says that the Netcool first-line 'eyes on glass' support team raised 22 tickets related to
application alerts, with an additional 131 tickets being raised by end users – this suggests that end
users are the primary incident alert method. During the same period, Moogsoft claims its software
identified only 36 'clusters' of incidents, which covered all incidents reported by the legacy process
and several more. Furthermore, the study found that the application support team saw the biggest
reduction in tickets, with the underlying layers progressively showing a smaller reduction. This
makes sense because a network failure (for example) may result in many alerts for its
dependencies such as applications, while an application failure would not result in a network alert.
Major incident escalations were also reduced as a result of application teams not investigating
faults that were not caused by technology under their management.

Such a savings in tickets should also allow a better prioritization and resolution of real problems,
rather than related alerts, thereby preventing financial losses as a result of effort duplication in
support teams. It should also free up support staff to work on other issues, thereby improving the
performance of other IT systems, perhaps even proactively preventing incidents through better
general maintenance.
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Of the incidents reported by Moog during the period, about 93% were equivalent to reported
incidents through the existing processes, with the other 7% being real issues that were not
detected through the legacy process. Moogsoft found that 67% of these equivalent incidents were
identified 28 minutes before any tickets related to the same, and 26% of Moogsoft clusters were
created 1-14 hours ahead of the corresponding ticket. This proactive approach to detecting IT
issues before they become business issues could save huge amounts of lost revenue or productivity
as a result of improved uptime and performance.

These results are impressive: acting on 36 tickets instead of 153 is a 75% reduction in actionable
tasks. If this translates to direct cost savings of the support team, this is a large amount of time
that can be spent on fixing other problems and should prevent work duplication. The reduction in
end-user incident reporting is also positive, and the customer claims that incidents identified by
end users on average cost 10 times more than those corrected by monitoring – this statistic was
used to justify the business case for deploying Moog following the trial. The customer also cited a
number of other conclusions to justify the business case: a reduced mean time to identify incidents;
reduced duplicated resource effort by 80%; reduced mean time to diagnose issues; and reduced
cost of incident impact.

The conclusions of the study were supplied by Moogsoft using customer-acquired data. Obviously,
there may be some impressive or even negative conclusions that were not shared, so we can't say
these are definitive conclusions that will apply to all situations. However, the platform does
demonstrate a significant improvement in service assurance for a major international corporation,
and it is possible that other potential customers would see similar benefits.
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